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Abstract
The t-contextual grammars are generalizations of Marcus contextual grammars, which insert t contexts in each derivation step.
If the selection mappings are regular and satisfy an additional locality restriction, then these grammars correspond in their expressive
power to restarting automata with cut-index t . In the ﬁrst part of the paper classes of languages are studied that are accepted by
certain types of restarting automata with limited cut-index.As already R-automata with cut-index 1 accept NP-complete languages,
additional restrictions in the form of certain monotonicity conditions are also considered.Without the locality restriction t-contextual
grammarswith regular selection correspond to t-RR-automatawith cut-index one.These areRR-automata that are allowed to perform
up to t deletion operations in each cycle that each delete a single factor only. In the second part of the paper the expressive power
of these automata is studied, where the focus is on the special case that certain monotonicity conditions are satisﬁed.
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1. Introduction
The motivation for Marcus contextual grammars [14] as well as for restarting automata [6,24] comes mainly from
linguistics. Nowadays constraints are a very common tool in computational linguistics. Marcus contextual grammars
are a classical concept that combines a generative principle with a very rich space for the formulation of transparent
generative constraints. A Marcus contextual grammar describes a language through the process of inserting contexts
into strings, thereby not distinguishing between nonterminals and terminals. Starting with a word from a ﬁnite base set,
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a contextual grammar allows to insert two strings (called contexts) in two places of the current word in each derivation
step. Which strings are inserted at which places is controlled by the so-called selection mapping. Marcus contextual
grammars are rather universal in the sense that their selection mappings can be very general, and they can be used very
comfortably for incorporating word-order constraints. Accordingly, different restrictions have been considered in the
literature (see, e.g., [22]). A particular type of restriction are the contextual grammars with regular selection [17], in
which the selection functions are described by means of regular languages.
A restarting automaton, on the other hand, is a model of an analytical device. It has a ﬁnite-state control and a
scanning window of a ﬁxed size that works on a ﬂexible tape delimited by sentinels. Such an automaton works in
cycles. In each cycle it starts in its initial state with the scanning window in the leftmost position (scanning the left
sentinel and the beginning of the tape). It can move the scanning window on the tape one cell at a time by performing
move-right and move-left steps (in the two-way variant) or only move-right steps (in the one-way variant) until, at
some place, it decides (nondeterministically) to rewrite the part of the tape content in its window by a shorter string.
After that it may perform some more move-right (and move-left) steps until it restarts eventually, that is, it places its
window over the left end of the tape and reenters its initial state. Then the next cycle starts on the now shortened tape.
The automaton halts by either performing an accept operation, in which case it accepts, or by entering a conﬁguration
for which its control unit has no further instructions, in which case it rejects.
Restarting automata which are restricted in their rewrite operations to only delete symbols from the content of the
window (called RL-automata) can be used as recognizers for languages that are generated by contextual grammars.
RL-automata have already been compared to contextual grammars in some previous work [7,17]. It turned out, however,
that in some respect RL-automata are more general than contextual grammars with regular selection, as in each cycle
such an automaton can delete more than two subwords simultaneously. This corresponds to the notion of t-contextual
grammar, which is a contextual grammar that inserts t (t1) subwords in each derivation step [18,22]. It is known
that the expressive power of t-contextual grammars increases with the number t . This remains true also in the case of
t-contextual grammars with regular selection, that is, for t-contextual grammars for which the selection mapping can
be described through regular expressions. Here, we study this phenomenon in two different settings.
First, we consider it in combination with the following additional restriction, which is also quite natural from a
linguistic point of view:
The places of insertion are close to each other, that is, the size of the part of the string that is changed in one derivation
step by inserting t subwords is bounded by a constant. This restriction can be expressed as follows: there are only ﬁnitely
many (t − 1)-tuples of words that can appear as patterns between the places of insertion.
A language which is generated by a t-contextual grammar G that is restricted in this way can be recognized by an
RL-automaton M which can delete at most t factors of the content of its window in each cycle. We say that such an
RL-automaton has cut-index t . Each derivation step of G corresponds to one cycle of M , and the base set of words
of G corresponds to the set of words that are accepted by M without a restart. Hence, M is even in weak cyclic form
(see [4]), which means that M can accept without a restart only words of length not exceeding the size of its scanning
window. On the other hand, for each RL-automaton M in weak cyclic form with cut-index t , a restricted t-contextual
grammar can be constructed that generates the language accepted by M . In this way the classiﬁcation of classes of
RL-automata in weak cyclic form with respect to the cut-index induces a classiﬁcation of the generative power of those
t-contextual grammars that are restricted in the aforementioned way.
For various subclasses ofRL-automata,we study the inﬂuence of the cut-index on their expressive power. In particular,
we consider deterministic and nondeterministic variants, one-way variants, called RR-automata, and one-way variants
that restart immediately after performing a rewrite step, called R-automata. Observe that the latter perform a rewrite
in combination with a restart without being able to see the tape content to the right of the position where the rewrite
operation is performed.We will see that alreadyR-automata with cut-index 1 are quite expressive, as they can recognize
some NP-complete languages, which improves upon the main result of [9]. Hence, we consider further restrictions—
right- and left-monotone variants of restarting automata. This enables us to relate the corresponding language classes
to the lower classes of the Chomsky hierarchy. A restarting automaton is (right-)monotone, if in consecutive cycles the
distance between the places of rewriting and the right end of the tape does not increase. Similarly, for a left-monotone
restarting automaton, the distance between the places of rewriting and the left end of the tape does not increase in
consecutive cycles. Finally, a right–left-monotone restarting automaton is simultaneously right- and left-monotone.
Finally, we abstract from the above locality restriction for t-contextual grammars. This means that we must consider
a more general type of restarting automaton, which we call t-RR-automaton. In each cycle of a computation such an
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automaton may perform up to t deletion operations before it has to execute a restart step. The cut-index is another im-
portant parameter of a t-RR-automaton. By t-cut(i)-RR we denote the class of all t-RR-automata with cut-index i. The
correspondence between t-contextual grammars with regular selection and t-cut(1)-RR-automata is then immediate.
We are interested in the inﬂuence of the aforementioned monotonicity conditions on the expressive power of
t-RR-automata and therewith on t-contextual grammars with regular selection. We will see that with the value of
the parameter t , the expressive power of right-, left-, right–left-monotone t-RR-automata increases (in a natural way).
Also in this situation the cut-index plays an important role as we will see.
1.1. Linguistic motivation
The restarting automaton has been developed in order to support the theoretical and technological work of the Prague
linguistic group (see, e.g., [29,30]). One of the basic methods studied by this group is analysis by reduction (see, e.g.,
[13]). This is an analytical technique that consists in a stepwise simpliﬁcation of a sentence, possibly extended by
tags (categories), until a short sentence is obtained for which correctness or incorrectness can easily be decided. The
restarting automaton serves as a formalization of analysis by reduction. As there are several variants of analysis by
reduction, different models of restarting automata are being studied.
One of the authors of the present paper (Plátek) has been, and still is, involved in several projects of that group
[10–12,27,28]. The restarting automaton was developed in order to formalize basic ideas of grammar checking
(of Slavonic languages) [10–12]. The main question to be answered by the use of restarting automata (analysis by
reduction) is that of how to transform the Functional Generative Description (FGD) of Czech into an adequate syntac-
tic analyzer. Naturally such an analyzer should preserve the ability of FGD to adequately model the valency of Czech
sentences. Moreover, it should analyze Czech sentences in any correct word-order, and reject any (surely) incorrect
word-order of an analyzed sequence. This is a task that cannot be derived from the generative version of FGD alone, as
FGD deliberately works with a simpliﬁed type of the surface word-order, in order to properly stress the phenomenon
of valency. The valency relation is represented by restarting automata through the rewritings (deletions) performed
during one cycle. It is a well-known observation in linguistics that valency is a syntax-semantic phenomenon, by which
a similarity between different natural languages can be established. Other phenomena like morphology, word-order, or
topic-focus articulation differ much more in individual natural languages.
Here, we study constraining concepts like different types of monotonicity, the cut-index, the number of delete
operations per cycle, which should help to derive a formal classiﬁcation of word-order and valency of individual
sentences and clauses, and of individual languages. We obtain a relatively rich formal taxonomy using these concepts.
We are able to distinguish word-order complexity and word-order freeness of sentences and clauses (of a natural
language). A sentence with a complex word-order can be recognized with some type of t-monotonicity only for a high
value of t , or with a high cut-index. On the other hand, if wr is a free word-order sentence (clause) that is t-right-
monotone, then there exist a t-left-monotone permutation wl of wr with the same cut-index and a 1-right-monotone
permutation wr1 of wr with cut-index 1, and analogously for t-left-monotone sentences.
It is known that English has a simple and rigid (ﬁxed) word-order in almost all sentences, that Dutch has a rigid,
but more complex word-order than English, that German has a more complex and also more free word-order than
English, and that Czech (and other Slavonic languages) has a much more free word-order and also a much more
complex word-order in many sentences than English. The complexity of the word-order of natural languages can
be illustrated by different constructions found in several languages. This is the standard process used in formal
linguistics.
In [2] Bresnan et al. give the following example of a noncontext-free construction in Dutch:
(dat) Jan Piet Marie de kinderen zag helpen laten zwemmen.
[(that)-Jan-Piet-Marie-the-children-saw-help-make-swim.]
[(that) Jan saw Piet help Marie make the children swim.]
which shows a duplication-like structure of the form ww, where w is the word obtained from w by replacing each
symbol by its barred copy. Using a variant of analysis by reduction we obtain the following sequence of reductions,
where we use tags (categories) and word-forms in the sentence being analyzed:
• (dat C) Jan Nn Piet Na Marie Nd de kinderen Nd zag V helpen Vi laten Vi zwemmen Vi.
• (dat C) Jan Nn Piet Na Marie Nd zag V helpen Vi.
• (dat C) Jan Nn Piet Na zag V Vi.
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The parts that are deleted in the next step are in bold font. In the ﬁrst step, the noun phrase ‘de kinderen Nd’
(the children) and the inﬁnitival verb complement ‘laten Vi zwemmen Vi’ are deleted (without changing the meaning
of the rest). Note that the deleted part is not contiguous. In the second step, the pair ‘Marie Nd’ and the word ‘helpen’
are deleted. The tag Vi is preserved in order to preserve the meaning of the rest of the sentence. The resulting clause
remains correct, but becomes semantically incomplete (it is marked by a tag without a word-form).
Analysis by reduction for the above sample sentence (more precisely for its extended form) can be modelled by a 2-
monotoneRR-automaton with a window of size 4 with 2 delete operations per cycle. The degree of (left) t-monotonicity
will serve as a synonym for word-order complexity. In this way we enrich the taxonomy of word-order constraints
given in [3].
In Czech the following are correct sentences:
• Petr zkouší pomáhat opravovat zákazníkovi lednicˇku.
[Peter-tries-to-help-to-repair-the-client-the-refrigerator.]
[Peter tries to help the client to repair the refrigerator.]
• Lednicˇku zákazníkovi opravovat pomáhat zkouší Petr.
[The-refrigerator-the-client-to-repair-to-help-tries-Peter.]
[Peter tries to help the client to repair the refrigerator.]
Let us outline a simpliﬁed analysis by reduction for the ﬁrst sentence:
• Petr zkouší pomáhat opravovat zákazníkovi lednicˇku.
• Petr zkouší pomáhat opravovat lednicˇku.
• Petr zkouší pomáhat opravovat.
• Petr zkouší pomáhat.
• Petr zkouší.
• Zkouší.
We see that this analysis by reduction can be performed by a left-monotone RR-automaton with a window of size one.
Analogously, the analysis by reduction of the second sentence can be performed by a right-monotone RR-automaton
with a window of size one. It follows that these sentences have a free word-order.
1.2. Outline of the paper
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2we state the deﬁnition of t-contextual grammarswith regular selection.
Section 3 recalls the deﬁnitions and basic properties of restarting automata, various restricted variants of them including
RL-, RR-, and R-automata and also the right-, left- and right–left-monotone versions thereof. In Section 4 we introduce
the cut-index for RL-automata, which naturally leads to the basic relationship between t-contextual grammars with
regular selection satisfying an additional locality restriction andRL-automata inweak cyclic formwith cut-index t .There
we also show that for the general (nonmonotone) version of RL-automata, we have an inﬁnite hierarchy with respect to
the cut-index. Section 5 illustrates the power of R-automata with cut-index 1 by showing that they can recognize certain
encodings of arbitrary NP-complete languages. In Section 6 we investigate in detail the relationships between several
different restricted classes of restarting automata with ﬁxed cut-index, and we present several inﬁnite hierarchies with
respect to the cut-index. However, we will see that for deterministic monotone RR- and R-automata, the cut-hierarchy
collapses at level 2 into the class of deterministic context-free languages, whereas for deterministic right–left-monotone
RR- and R-automata, the cut-hierarchy collapses at level 2 into the class of deterministic linear languages. These results
show that in some (restricted) cases t-contextual grammars are equivalent to standard contextual grammars. Then we
introduce the t-RR-automaton in Section 7, and in Section 8 we investigate the resulting language classes for various
types of t-RR-automata.
1.3. Notation
Below we will use the following notation. The empty word is denoted by , ⊆ denotes the subset relation, and ⊂
denotes the proper subset relation.N andN+ denote the set of nonnegative and the set of positive integers, respectively.
FIN, REG, LIN, CFL, DCFL denote the class of ﬁnite, regular, linear, context-free, and deterministic context-free
languages, respectively, and DLIN denotes the class of deterministic linear languages, which is the class of languages
that are accepted by deterministic one-turn pushdown automata [1]. Further, we will use the notation wR to denote the
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mirror image of a word w. This notation is extended to languages L and language classes L by taking LR := {wR |
w ∈ L} and LR := {LR | L ∈ L}, respectively. Further, for any set S, we will denote the power set of S by 2S .
2. Contextual grammars
The t-contextual grammars, where t is a positive integer, are generalizations of Marcus contextual grammars [22].
In each step a t-contextual grammar inserts t substrings (contexts) at t places into aword. Obviously, for these grammars
the corresponding selection mapping is more complicated than for standard contextual grammars. In order to obtain
selection mappings that are efﬁciently decidable we consider a restricted variant called t-contextual grammars with
regular selection. For any classA of grammars,L(A)will denote the class of languages that are generated by grammars
from A.
Deﬁnition 1. Let t be a positive integer. A t-contextual grammar with regular selection is a (t + 5)-tuple G =
(V , B,C,L1, . . . ,Lt+1, f ), where V is a ﬁnite alphabet, B is a ﬁnite language over V , C is a ﬁnite subset of (V ∗)t ,
L1, . . . ,Lt+1 are ﬁnite sets of regular languages over V , and f : L1×L2×· · ·×Lt+1 → 2C is the (regular) t-selection
mapping.
For x, y ∈ V ∗, x ⇒G y holds if there exist sets P1 ∈ L1, P2 ∈ L2, . . . , Pt+1 ∈ Lt+1 and words x1 ∈ P1,
x2 ∈ P2, . . . , xt+1 ∈ Pt+1 such that
x = x1x2x3 . . . xtxt+1 and y = x1u1x2u2x3 . . . xtutxt+1
for some context (u1, . . . , ut ) ∈ f (P1, . . . , Pt+1). The language generated by G is the set L(G) = {v | ∃u ∈ B :
u ⇒∗G v}. By RS(G) we denote the reduction system induced by G, which is deﬁned as RS(G) = (V ∗,⇒−1G ), where
u ⇒−1G v if and only if v ⇒G u holds.
It is easily veriﬁed that this deﬁnition is equivalent to the deﬁnition of t-contextual grammars with selection of type
REG of [22]. Thus, the expressive power of t-contextual grammars with regular selection strictly increases with the
value of the parameter t .
We use the notation t-CGR to denote the class of all t-contextual grammars with regular selection. Apparently,
2-CGR coincides with the class of contextual grammars with regular selection from [17]. By t-CGR(REG,FIN,REG)
we denote the class of t-contextual grammars with regular selection of the form G = (V , B,C,L1, . . . ,Lt+1, f ),
where L2, . . . ,Lt are required to be ﬁnite sets of ﬁnite languages. These are t-contextual grammars for which all t
insertions are performed close to each other, that is, they are performed in the same neighborhood.
3. Two-way restarting automata
Here, we describe in short the type of restarting automaton we will be dealing with. More details can be found
in [20,21].
A two-way restarting automaton, RLWW-automaton for short, is a one-tape machine that is described by an 8-tuple
M = (Q,,, c, $, q0, k, ), where Q is a ﬁnite set of states,  is a ﬁnite input alphabet,  is a ﬁnite tape alphabet
containing, the symbols c, $ /∈  serve as markers for the left and right border of the work space, respectively, q0 ∈ Q
is the initial state, k1 is the size of the read/write window, and  is the transition relation. To each pair of the form
(q, u), where q ∈ Q and u is a possible contents of the read/write window,  assigns a ﬁnite set of possible transition
steps. There are ﬁve different types of transition operations:
(1) A move-right step is of the form (q ′,MVR) ∈ (q, u), where q ′ ∈ Q and u 	= $. If M is in state q and sees the
string u in its read/write window, then this move-right step causes M to shift the read/write window one position
to the right and to enter state q ′. However, if the content u of the read/write window is only the symbol $, then no
shift to the right is possible.
(2) A move-left step is of the form (q ′,MVL) ∈ (q, u), where q ′ ∈ Q and u does not start with the symbol c. It causes
M to shift the read/write window one position to the left and to enter state q ′.
(3) A rewrite step is of the form (q ′, v) ∈ (q, u), where q ′ ∈ Q, and u and v satisfy the restriction that |v| < |u|.
It causes M to replace the content u of the read/write window by the string v, in this way shortening the tape,
and to enter state q ′. Further, the read/write window is placed immediately to the right of the string v. However,
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some additional restrictions apply in that the border markers c and $ must not disappear from the tape nor that new
occurrences of these markers are created. Further, the read/write window must not move across the right border
marker $, that is, if the string u ends in $, then so does the string v, and after performing the rewrite operation, the
read/write window is placed on the $-symbol.
(4) A restart step is of the form RESTART. It causes M to place the read/write window over the left end of the tape,
so that the ﬁrst symbol it sees is the left border marker c, and to reenter the initial state q0.
(5) An accept step is of the form ACCEPT. It causes M to halt and accept.
If (q, u) = ∅ for some pair (q, u), then M necessarily halts, and we say that M rejects in this situation. In addition,
it is required that in each computation of M , rewrite steps and restart steps occur alternatingly, with a rewrite step
coming ﬁrst. Thus, between any two rewrite steps M must necessarily execute a restart step, and conversely, between
any two restart steps M must perform a rewrite step.
A conﬁguration of M is a string q where q ∈ Q, and either  =  and  ∈ {c} · ∗ · {$} or  ∈ {c} · ∗ and
 ∈ ∗ · {$}; here q represents the current state,  is the current content of the tape, and it is understood that the
head scans the ﬁrst k symbols of  or all of  when ||k. A restarting conﬁguration is of the form q0cw$, where
w ∈ ∗; ifw ∈ ∗, then q0cw$ is an initial conﬁguration. Thus, initial conﬁgurations are a particular form of restarting
conﬁgurations.
In general, the automatonM is nondeterministic, that is, there can be two ormore instructions with the same left-hand
side (q, u). If this is not the case, the automaton is deterministic.
We observe that any ﬁnite computation of a two-way restarting automaton M consists of certain phases. A phase,
called a cycle, starts in a restarting conﬁguration, the head moves along the tape performing move-right and move-left
operations and a single rewrite operation until a restart operation is performed and thus a new restarting conﬁgura-
tion is reached. If no further restart operation is performed, any ﬁnite computation necessarily ﬁnishes in a halting
conﬁguration—such a phase is called a tail. As each cycle contains a rewrite operation, each new phase starts on a
shorter word than the previous one. During a tail at most one rewrite operation may be executed. We use the nota-
tion x cM y to denote a cycle of M that begins with the restarting conﬁguration q0cx$ and ends with the restarting
conﬁguration q0cy$; the relation c∗M is the reﬂexive and transitive closure of cM . The relation cM can be seen as the
single-step rewrite relation induced by M , and c∗M is the corresponding rewrite relation. The pair RS(M) = (∗, cM)
is the reduction system induced by M .
An input w ∈ ∗ is accepted by M , if there is a computation which, starting with the initial conﬁguration q0cw$,
ﬁnishes by executing an accept instruction. By L(M) we denote the language consisting of all words accepted by M;
we say that Mrecognizes (accepts) the language L(M).
Next we deﬁne those subclasses of RLWW-automata that are relevant for our investigation. These subclasses are
obtained by combining two types of restrictions:
(a) Restrictions on the movement of the read/write window (expressed by the ﬁrst part of the class name):
• RL- means no restriction,
• RR- means that no MVL-operations are available,
• R- means that no MVL-operations are available and that each rewrite step is followed immediately by a restart
step.
(b) Restrictions on the rewrite-instructions (expressed by the second part of the class name):
• WW means no restriction,
• W means that no auxiliary symbols are available (that is,  = ),
• means that each rewrite step simply deletes some symbols, that is, if (q ′, v) ∈ (q, u), then v is obtained from
u by deleting some symbols.
Bydet-RLWWwedenote the class of deterministicRLWW-automata, and analogously for the other types of restarting
automata. Further, for each type X of automata, we denote the class of languages that are accepted by automata from
that class by L(X).
Next we turn to the various notions of monotonicity for restarting automata. Each cycle C of each computation of
a restarting automaton contains a unique conﬁguration q in which a rewrite instruction is applied. The number ||
is called the right distance of C, denoted by Dr(C), and || is the left distance of C, denoted by Dl(C). We say that a
sequence of cycles S = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) is right-monotone if
Dr(C1)Dr(C2) · · · Dr(Cn),
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and that it is left-monotone if
Dl(C1)Dl(C2) · · · Dl(Cn).
A computation is right-monotone or left-monotone, respectively, if the corresponding sequence of cycles is right-
monotone or left-monotone. Further, a computation is right–left-monotone, if it is simultaneously right-monotone and
left-monotone. Observe that the tail of the computation does not play any role here. Finally, a restarting automaton is
called right-monotone, left-monotone or right–left-monotone, respectively, if all its computations that begin with an
initial conﬁguration are right-, left-, or right–left-monotone, respectively. Right-monotone restarting automata were
introduced in [5] as monotone restarting automata.Accordingly, we will usually omit the preﬁx right- in the name right-
monotone. The preﬁxes mon-, left-mon-, and right–left-mon- are used to indicate the various classes of monotone,
left-monotone and right–left-monotone restarting automata.
The following two statements express fundamental properties of restarting automata.
Fact 2 (The error preserving property). Let M = (Q,,, c, $, q0, k, ) be an RLWW-automaton, and let u, v be
words from ∗. If u c∗M v holds and u /∈ L(M), then v /∈ L(M), either.
Fact 3 (The correctness preserving property). Let M = (Q,,, c, $, q0, k, ) be an RLWW-automaton, and let u,
v be strings from ∗. If u c∗M v is a part of an accepting computation of M , then v ∈ L(M).
As a technical tool in proofs we use the following ‘pumping of cycles’. Given an RLWW-automaton M and a cycle
u cM v, we say that a nonempty word z is a pumping subword with respect to this cycle, if u = u1zu2, v = v1zv2 and
u1ziu2 
c
M v1z
iv2 for all i0.
Fact 4 (Pumping lemma). For each RLWW-automaton M there exists a constant p such that, if uvw cM uv′w is a
cycle of M , then each subword of u or of w of length p contains a pumping subword (with respect to that cycle). Such
a pumping subword can also be found in any subword of length p of a word accepted in a tail computation.
The transition relation of an RRWW-automaton M can be described through a ﬁnite sequence of so-called meta-
instructions [19] of the form (E1, u → v,E2), where E1 and E2 are regular languages (often represented by regular
expressions), called the regular constraints of this instruction, and u and v are strings such that |u| > |v|, where u → v
stands for a rewrite step of M . On trying to execute this meta-instruction M will get stuck (and so reject) starting from
the conﬁguration q0cw$, ifw does not admit a factorization of the formw = w1uw2 such that cw1 ∈ E1 andw2$ ∈ E2.
On the other hand, ifw does have a factorization of this form, then one such factorization is chosen nondeterministically,
and q0cw$ is transformed into q0cw1vw2$. In order to be able to also describe the tails of accepting computations we
use meta-instructions of the form (c · E · $,Accept), expressing the fact that the strings from the regular language E
are accepted by M in tail computations. Similarly, RWW-automata can be described by meta-instructions of the form
(E, u → v) and (c · E · $,Accept).
4. Cut-index and t-contextual grammars
Each application of the rewrite relation ⇒−1G corresponding to a t-contextual grammarG from the class t-CGR(REG,
FIN,REG) removes (at most) t factors from a factor of limited size of the current word. Hence, we can relate them to
RL-automata which can delete at most t factors in a rewrite step. We say that a rewrite step
x1y1x2y2x3 . . . xtytxt+1 → x1x2x3 . . . xtxt+1
has t ‘cuts,’ if the factors xi are non-empty for all 2 i t , and the factors yj are non-empty for all 1j t . Here x1
and xt+1 can possibly be empty.We say that an RL-automaton has cut-index t , if all its rewrite instructions have at most
t cuts. For a class of automata X, we denote by cut(t)-X the subclass of all automata from X with cut-index t .
Naturally, each language that is recognized by someR-,RR-, orRL-automaton has a ﬁnite cut-index. In particular, the
cut(2)-RL-automaton is just the normal RL-automaton introduced in [7] as a generalization of the normal R-automaton
from [4]. Hence, the cut-index can be seen as a generalization of the notion of normality.
Given a grammar G ∈ 2-CGR(REG,FIN,REG), a cut(2)-RL-automaton MG can be constructed such that L(MG) =
L(G) [7]. Each derivation step according toG corresponds to one cycle ofMG and vice versa.A derivation according to
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G starts with aword from the ﬁnite base setB, and soMG only accepts thewords from this ﬁnite set in tail computations.
This property of MG is captured by the following notion.
A restarting automaton M with a read/write window of size k is said to be in weak cyclic form if M immediately
(that is, without a restart) accepts or rejects any word of length less than or equal to k, and if M performs a restart
step or rejects for any word of length exceeding k. The property of being in weak cyclic form will be denoted by the
preﬁx wcf-.
The result on 2-CGR(REG,FIN,REG) stated above generalizes to all integers t1.Also the converse transformation
is possible (it is a minor generalization of the corresponding statement for 2-CGR given in [7]).
Proposition 5.
(a) From a t-contextual grammar G ∈ t-CGR(REG,FIN,REG), one can construct a wcf-cut(t)-RL-automaton M
such that L(M) = L(G) and RS(M) = RS(G).
(b) From a wcf-cut(t)-RL-automaton M , one can construct a t-contextual grammar G ∈ t-CGR(REG,FIN,REG)
such that L(G) = L(M) and RS(G) = RS(M).
Below we will establish a number of results on certain types of wcf-cut(t)-RL-automata. Because of the close
correspondence between wcf-cut(t)-RL-automata and grammars from t-CGR(REG,FIN,REG), these results will also
give some insight into the structure of the latter.
Each nondeterministicRL-automaton (RR- orR-automaton, respectively) can be transformed into a nondeterministic
RL-automaton (RR- or R-automaton, respectively) that is in weak cyclic form and that recognizes the same language,
and an analogous result holds for deterministic RL- and R-automata. However, for deterministic RR-automata, there
do not always exist equivalent deterministic RR-automata that are in weak cyclic form. Further, while each monotone
RR-automaton can be transformed into an equivalent monotone RR-automaton that is in weak cyclic form [16], it is
shown in [23] that monotone R- and RW-automata in weak cyclic form are strictly less expressive than monotone R-
and RW-automata, respectively, that are not in weak cyclic form.
Remark 6. Below we will establish various hierarchy results for restarting automata. These results will be formulated
for restarting automata in weak cyclic form, but they all carry over to the case of restarting automata that are not in
weak cyclic form.
For each RL-automaton M , a (nondeterministic) RR-automaton M ′ can be constructed such that, for all words u, v,
u cM v if and only if u 
c
M ′ v, and the right distance (as well as the left distance) is the same in both cycles [25]. Hence,
in the nondeterministic case, RL- and RR-automata are equivalent, which yields the following consequences.
Theorem 7. For each t1 and each Y∈ {right.left-mon, left-mon,mon, }, the equality L(wcf-Y-cut(t)-RL)=
L(wcf-Y-cut(t)-RR) holds.
Nevertheless, by increasing the value of the cut-index we increase the expressive power of deterministic as well
as nondeterministic RL-, RR- and R-automata. In order to establish these hierarchies we will construct a sequence of
sample languages that will be based on the following language:
L := {xi0yi1xi2yi3 . . . yim | x, y ∈ {a, b}, x 	= y,m > 0, i0 > 0, . . . , im−1 > 0, im0,
∃ p0 : 2p = i0 + 2 · i1 + 4 · i2 + · · · + 2m · im }.
Lemma 8. The language L is accepted by a deterministic RW-automaton M that is in weak cyclic form and that has
a read/write window of size 3.
Proof. LetM = (Q, {a, b}, {a, b}, c, $, q0, 3, )be theRW-automaton that is given by the followingmeta-instructions:
(i) (c · a∗, aa · $ → b · $), (iv) (c · b∗, bba → aa),
(ii) (c · b∗, bb · $ → a · $), (v) (c · {a, b} · $,Accept).
(iii) (c · a∗, aab → bb),
Obviously, the RW-automaton M is deterministic and in weak cyclic form. It remains to show that L(M) = L.
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Let w = xi0yi1xi2yi3 . . . yim , where x, y ∈ {a, b}, x 	= y, m > 0, i0, . . . , im−1 > 0, and im0. If w ∈ L, then there
exists an integer p0 such that 2p = i0 +∑mj=1 2j · ij . If p = 0, then i0 = 1, m = 1, and i1 = 0, that is, w ∈ {a, b}.
Hence, w is immediately accepted by M .
If p > 0, then i0 > 0 is even, and by performing i02 cycles, M rewrites w into
w′ := y i02 +i1xi2yi3 . . . yim = yi′0xi′1yi′2 . . . yi′m−1 ,
where
m−1∑
j=0
2j · i′j =
(
i0
2
+ i1
)
+
m−1∑
j=1
2j · ij+1 = 2p−1.
Hence, after a ﬁnite number of cycles, M obtains a word w′′ of the form w′′ = x2r or w′′ = y2r for some r0.
If r > 0, then x2rc∗My2
r−1
and y2rc∗Mx2
r−1
. Thus, after a ﬁnite number of cycles M obtains the tape content a or b and
accepts.
On the other hand, letw be a word that is accepted byM in a sequence of n0 cyclesw = w0 cM w1 cM · · · cM wn,
where w0, . . . , wn ∈ {a, b}∗, which is followed by an accepting tail computation. As a and b are the only words
accepted by M in tail computations, wn ∈ {a, b}. By induction on the number n of cycles it can be shown that the
following property holds:
∃ x, y ∈ {a, b}, x 	= y, ∃m > 0 ∃ p0 ∃i0, i1, . . . , im−1 > 0 ∃im0 : (*)
w = xi0yi1xi2yi3 . . . yim and 2p =
m∑
j=0
2j · ij .
This completes the proof that L(M) = L. 
For each t1, we deﬁne a morphism t : {a, b}∗ → {0, 1}∗ by taking t (a) := (001)t and t (b) := (01)t , and we
deﬁne the language Lt as Lt := t (L). Based on M and t , a deterministic R-automaton Mt that accepts the language
Lt can be constructed. The rewrite instructions ofMt correspond to the rewrite instructions ofM , which rewrite aa into
b and bb into a. Thus, with M also Mt is in weak cyclic form. In order to rewrite t (aa) = (001)2t into t (b) = (01)t ,
we can delete the preﬁx (001)t0 and delete one occurrence of the symbol 0 from each of the remaining t − 1 factors
001. Similarly, to rewrite t (bb) = (01)2t into t (a) = (001)t , we can delete every odd-numbered occurrence of the
symbol 1 from (01)t . Hence, Mt has cut-index t .
Next we show that by increasing the value of the cut-index we increase the expressive power of deterministic and
nondeterministic R-, RR- and RL-automata.
Proposition 9. For each t > 1, Lt ∈ L(wcf-det-cut(t)-R)\L(cut(t − 1)-RL).
Proof. It remains to prove that Lt is not accepted by any RL-automaton with cut-index t − 1. Assume that Lt is
accepted by some RL-automaton M ′t with a window of size k′. For a sufﬁciently large integer n > k′, the word
w := t (a2n) = (001)2n·t ∈ Lt is not accepted by M ′t in a tail computation, as otherwise, using pumping techniques
(Fact 4), we can easily construct a word outside Lt which is also accepted by M ′t . Thus, each accepting computation
of M ′t on input w starts with a cycle w cM ′t w
′ for some word w′ ∈ Lt . As any word in Lt ∩ t (a+) that is shorter
than the word t (a2
n
) is of length at most |t (a2n−1)| = |t (a2n)| − 2n−1 · 3t < |t (a2n)| − k′, the word w′ must
contain at least one factor of the form t (b). The ﬁrst such factor of w′ is either preceded by c, if it is a preﬁx of w′,
or it is preceded by a factor of the form t (a) = (001)t that ends with the symbol 1. Hence, cw′$ either contains the
factor c(01)t or the factor 1(01)t . In either case this factor cannot be obtained from c(001)2n·t$ by deleting less than t
subwords. Hence, M ′t must have cut-index larger than or equal to t , which completes the proof. 
As an immediate consequence we obtain the following hierarchies.
Corollary 10. For each t1 and each X ∈ {R,RR,RL},
(a) L(wcf-det-cut(t)-X) ⊂ L(wcf-det-cut(t + 1)-X),
(b) L(wcf-cut(t)-X) ⊂ L(wcf-cut(t + 1)-X).
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5. On the power of cut(1)-R-automata
Syntactically cut(1)-R-automata are very restricted, but surprisingly they are already quite expressive. In fact, as
seen above the noncontext-free language L1 = 1(L) is already accepted by a det-cut(1)-R-automaton in weak cyclic
form. Below we will even show that nondeterministic cut(1)-R-automata can recognize NP-complete languages, thus
improving on the main result of [9]. To prove this result we will use a generalization of the restarting automaton. A
shrinking restarting automaton is an 8-tuple M = (Q,,, c, $, q0, k, ), where all components are as they are for a
restarting automaton with the exception that the rewrite instructions are not required to be length reducing. Instead there
must exist a weight function  :  → N+ such that, for each rewrite instruction (q ′, v) ∈ (q, u) of M , (u) > (v)
holds. Here is extended to a morphism : ∗ → N by taking() := 0 and(wa) := (w)+(a) for allw ∈ ∗
and a ∈ .
We need the following technical result on shrinking restarting automata.
Lemma 11. Let M = (Q,,, c, $, q0, k, ) be a shrinking restarting automaton. Then there exists an injective
weight function ′ :  → N+ such that M is shrinking with respect to ′.
Proof. Let  :  → N+ be a weight function such that M is shrinking with respect to , let  = {a0, . . . , ag−1},
and let h be the maximum of the lengths of u and v over all rewrite instructions (q ′, v) ∈ (q, u) of M . We deﬁne
′ :  → N+ by taking ′(ai) := (ai) · g · h + i (0 i < g). Obviously, the function ′ is injective.
It remains to verify that M is shrinking with respect to ′. So let u → v be a rewrite operation of M . Then
(v) < (u) and |v|h, and hence,
′(v)(v) · g · h + h · (g − 1) < ((v) + 1) · g · h(u) · g · h′(u). 
In the following we will always assume that weight functions of shrinking restarting automata are injective.
Theorem 12. L(wcf-cut(1)-R) contains NP-complete languages.
Proof. In [9] a log-space reduction is presented that, for anyNP-complete languageL, yields anNP-complete language
L1 which is accepted by a shrinking RWW-automaton M = (Q,,, c, $, q0, k, ). Here, we will modify this
construction in two steps.
First, we transform M into a shrinking RWW-automaton M ′ such that L(M ′) = L(M) and all rewrite instructions
of M ′ replace a nonempty subword by a single symbol or by the empty word. Then we introduce a morphism ϑ such
that ϑ(L(M ′)) is still an NP-complete language, and we construct an R-automaton M ′′ such that L(M ′′) ∩ ϑ(∗) =
ϑ(L(M ′)), which implies that L(M ′′) is NP-complete, too. Because of the restricted form of the rewrite instructions
of M ′, M ′′ will have cut-index 1.
Let  be an (injective) weight function such that M is shrinking with respect to . All rewrite instructions of M are
of one of the following two forms (see [9]):
(a) uvw → uaw, where u,w ∈ ∗, v ∈ +, a ∈  ∪ {} satisfying (v) > (a), or
(b) a1a2a3 → b1b2b3, where ai, bi ∈ , and (ai) > (bi) for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Moreover,M is inweak cyclic form.Wenowconstruct anRWW-automatonM ′ inweak cyclic form that accepts the same
language asM , but that only has rewrite instructions of type (a) above. The automatonM ′ := (Q′,,′, c, $, q ′0, k, ′)
is obtained from M by replacing each meta-instruction of the form I = (E, a1a2a3 → b1b2b3) of type (b) of M by a
sequence of meta-instructions of type (a). Let A1, A2 ∈ ′\ be two new auxiliary symbols that are associated to I,
and let
(i) (E, a1a2a3 → A1a2a3), (iv) (c · ∗, A1A2b3 → A1b2b3),
(ii) (c · ∗, A1a2a3 → A1A2a3), (v) (c · ∗, A1b2b3 → b1b2b3),
(iii) (c · ∗, A1A2a3 → A1A2b3),
be the meta-instructions of M ′ that ‘replace’ the meta-instruction I of M . Observe that a3 	= b3, as (a3) > (b3),
which implies that the left-hand side of the rewrite instruction in (iii) differs from the left-hand side of the rewrite
instruction in (iv), and analogously for (ii) and (v).
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We claim that L(M) = L(M ′) and that M ′ is shrinking. From its construction it follows immediately that M ′ can
simulate each computation of M . Thus, L(M) ⊆ L(M ′). Conversely, let
w0 
c
M ′ w1 
c
M ′ . . . 
c
M ′ wn−1 
c
M ′ wn
be an accepting computation of M ′ on input w = w0. We show that M accepts w as well. Assume that M ′ applies a
meta-instruction of the form (E, a1a2a3 → A1a2a3) of type (i) during some cycle of the above computation. Note that
M andM ′ have the same acceptingmeta-instructions. Hence,M ′ cannot accept as long as there occurs any symbol on the
tape that does not belong to. On the other hand, the only way to removeA1 from the tape is to apply the corresponding
sequence of meta-instructions of types (ii)–(v). But the sequence of applications of these meta-instructions is equivalent
to the meta-instruction I = (E, a1a2a3 → b1b2b3) of M . In fact, even if these meta-instructions are not applied in
consecutive cycles of the above computation of M ′, one can rearrange the order in which the meta-instructions of M ′
are applied in such a way that the meta-instructions (i)–(v) corresponding to the same meta-instruction of M appear
in consecutive cycles. Indeed, as long as one of symbols A1, A2 appears on the tape, no rewrites other than the meta-
instructions that simulate the consecutive ‘stages’of I are possible in the sufﬁx containing any of these symbols. On the
other hand, the rewrite instructions of types (i)–(v) that simulate a meta-instruction of M do not have any inﬂuence on
cycles in which rewrite steps are executed to the left of the place where the symbols A1 or A2 occur (as we consider an
RWW-automaton, which restarts immediately after performing a rewrite). Hence, after this rearrangement of cycles, we
can split the sequence w0 cM ′ w1 
c
M ′ . . . 
c
M ′ wn−1 
c
M ′ wn into consecutive parts such that each of them corresponds
to an application of a single meta-instruction of M . It follows that L(M) and L(M ′) coincide.
Finally, we show that M ′ is shrinking. Let ′ :  → N+ be the weight function that is obtained by deﬁning
′(a) := 2 ·(a) for each a ∈ , and ′(Ai) := ′(ai)− 1 for each new symbol Ai of M ′ added in the way described
above. Then it is easily seen that M ′ is shrinking with respect to the weight function ′. As deﬁned above ′ is not
necessarily injective, as a letter a ∈  could occur in more than one of the meta-instructions I, which would give
several new symbols that are assigned the same weight ′(a)− 1. Nevertheless we obtain an injective weight function
ˆ for M ′ from Lemma 11.
Now we turn to the second step of our transformation. Let m := maxa∈′ {ˆ(a)}. We deﬁne a morphism ϑ : ′∗ →
{0, 1}∗ by taking ϑ(a) := 10m+ˆ(a)1 for each a ∈ ′. As ˆ is injective, ϑ is injective, too.
Next we construct an RWW-automaton M ′′ from M ′ as follows:
(i) For each meta-instruction (E, u → v) of M ′, we introduce a meta-instruction (ϑ(E),ϑ(u) → ϑ(v)) for M ′′.
(ii) For each meta-instructions (E,Accept) of M ′, we introduce a meta-instruction (ϑ(E),Accept) for M ′′.
Then M ′′ is length reducing, and the language L(M ′′) satisﬁes the condition
L(M ′′) ∩ ϑ(∗) = ϑ(L(M ′)) = ϑ(L(M)).
As L(M) is NP-complete, it follows that L(M ′′) is also NP-complete.
Finally, let (E, uvw → uaw)be ameta-instructionofM ′.Then the correspondingmeta-instruction (ϑ(E),ϑ(uvw) →
ϑ(uaw)) of M ′′ has cut-index 1. Indeed, ϑ(uvw) → ϑ(uaw) removes the factor ϑ(v) completely, if a = , and if
a ∈ ′, then it deletes the factor of ϑ(v) between the preﬁx 10m and the sufﬁx 0ˆ(a)1. Hence, M ′′ is an R-automaton
with cut-index 1, it accepts an NP-complete language, and it can easily be modiﬁed to also be in weak cyclic form. 
6. Cut hierarchies for monotone automata
As already cut(1)-R-automata are quite powerful, it is worth studying other restricted variants of restarting automata.
Here we concentrate on various monotone versions, which enables us to relate the language classes obtained to the
Chomsky hierarchy.
All relations shown in this and the previous sections are summarized inFigs. 1–4. In theseﬁgures, an arrow A j  B
between two types of restarting automata A and B means that the proper inclusion relation L(A) ⊂ L(B), and also
L(wcf-A) ⊂ L(wcf-B) (see Remark 6) is shown in statement j . Similarly, A j B states that the equality L(A) =
L(B), and also L(wcf-A) = L(wcf-B) is shown in statement j .
Proposition 13. REG ⊂ L(wcf-det-right.left-mon-cut(1)-R).
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Fig. 1. Hierarchies for deterministic (left diagram) and nondeterministic (right diagram) right–left-monotone restarting automata.
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Fig. 2. Hierarchies for deterministic (left diagram) and nondeterministic (right diagram) (right-) monotone restarting automata.
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Fig. 3. Hierarchies for deterministic (left diagram) and nondeterministic (right diagram) left-monotone restarting automata.
Proof. Obviously each regular language is accepted by some R-automaton which deletes (rewrites) in its restarting
conﬁgurations only. This ensures the claimed inclusion relation. On the other hand, the non-regular language {anbn |
n0 } is accepted by the deterministic wcf-right–left-monotone R-automaton with read/write window of size 3 that is
given through the following meta-instructions:
(i) (c · a+, abb → b), (ii) (c · {ab, } · $,Accept). 
Each language that is accepted by a (nondeterministic) RLWW-automaton with some kind of monotonicity is nec-
essarily context-free [6,25]. On the other hand, these types of restarting automata become strictly less expressive when
we remove their ability to use auxiliary symbols [6,26]. This yields the following proper inclusions for all t1.
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Fig. 4. Hierarchies for deterministic (left diagram) and nondeterministic (right diagram) restarting automata.
Proposition 14.
(a) L(mon-cut(t)-RL) ⊂ CFL.
(b) L(left-mon-cut(t)-RL) ⊂ CFL.
(c) L(right.left-mon-cut(t)-RL) ⊂ LIN.
According to [6], L(det-mon-RR) = DCFL. Actually it is shown in [6] how to construct a wcf-det-mon-cut(2)-
R-automaton that accepts a given deterministic context-free language. Thus, for deterministic (right-) monotone R- and
RR-automata the cut-hierarchies collapse at level 2 into DCFL.
Proposition 15. For each t2, the following equalities hold:
(a) L(wcf-det-mon-cut(t)-R) = L(wcf-det-mon-cut(2)-R) = DCFL.
(b) L(wcf-det-mon-cut(t)-RR) = L(wcf-det-mon-cut(2)-RR) = DCFL.
From the equality L(det-right.left-mon-R) = L(det-right.left-mon-RR) = DLIN [26, Theorem 6.2] and its proof
it follows that a similar collapse occurs for deterministic right–left-monotone R- and RR-automata.
Proposition 16. For each t2, the following equalities hold:
(a) L(wcf-det-right.left-mon-cut(t)-R) = L(wcf-det-right.left-mon-cut(2)-R) = DLIN.
(b) L(wcf-det-right.left-mon-cut(t)-RR) = L(wcf-det-right.left-mon-cut(2)-RR) = DLIN.
It is well-known that deterministic RL-automata are more powerful than deterministic RR-automata. Our next result
shows that this remains true even when we consider automata with restricted cut-index.
Theorem 17. L(wcf-det-right.left-mon-cut(1)-RL)\L(det-RR) 	= ∅.
Proof. It is easily seen that the language L := {anbnc | n0} ∪ {anb2nd | n0} is accepted by a wcf-det-right.left-
mon-RL-automaton with cut-index 1. However, L cannot be accepted by any det-RR-automaton, because on a suf-
ﬁciently long word of the form w = anbnc, it must execute at least one cycle. In the ﬁrst cycle of an accepting
computation on w, it must delete a subword of the form aibi . Only afterwards it can check whether the last symbol is
a c. Hence, given the word anb2nd as input, this automaton will make the same rewrite (as it is deterministic), and at
the right end of the word it will realize that the last symbol is a d. In this situation it can only reject, which means that
it does not accept the language L. 
This result yields the following proper inclusions.
Corollary 18. For each t1 and each Y ∈ {right.left-mon, left-mon,mon, },
L(wcf-det-Y-cut(t)-RR) ⊂ L(wcf-det-Y-cut(t)-RL).
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Thus, monotone deterministic RL-automata are strictly more expressive than monotone deterministic RR-automata
with the same cut-index. On the other hand, a statement similar to Proposition 15 also holds for any monotone type of
deterministic RL-automaton.
Theorem 19. For each t2 and each Y ∈ {right.left-mon, left-mon,mon},
L(wcf-det-Y-cut(t)-RL) = L(wcf-det-Y-cut(2)-RL).
Proof. In [7], L(det-right.left-mon-RL) = L(det-right.left-mon-cut(2)-RL) is shown. In fact, the det-right.left-
mon-cut(2)-RL-automaton constructed for a given deterministic right.left-RL-automaton is in weak cyclic form.
In [8] it is shown that, for each det-left-mon-RLWW-automatonM , there exists a deterministic generalized sequential
machineG such thatG(L)R ∈ DCFL.Hence, the languageG(L)R is acceptedby adeterministicmonotoneR-automaton
M1 with cut-index 2 (see Proposition 15). Based on this observation it is then shown in [8] that the language L(M) is
accepted by a deterministic RL-automaton of a very special form. In each cycle this RL-automaton ﬁrst scans its tape
from left to right (without performing a rewrite step), and then it scans it again from right to left using M1 to identify
the place and the form of the actual rewrite transition to be applied. Thus, the resulting automaton is a deterministic
RL-automaton which is left-monotone and which has cut-index 2. Also it is in weak cyclic form.
The equality for monotone RL-automata ﬁnally follows from the observation that L(det-mon-RL)=
L(det-left-mon-RL)R [8, Lemma 1], and the fact that this equality remains valid for all levels of the cut-hierarchy
and also for automata in weak cyclic form. 
In contrast to the above results we will see that the cut-hierarchy does not collapse for any monotone type of
nondeterministic R-, RR- or RL-automaton.
Theorem 20. For each t > 1, L(wcf-right.left-mon-cut(t)-R)\L(cut(t − 1)-RL) 	= ∅.
Proof. Let L1 := {anbn, ancbn | n0} and L2 := {ambn, amdbn | m > 2n0}. The language L := L1 ∪ L2 is
accepted by the (nondeterministic) RW-automaton M that is given through the following set of meta-instructions:
(i) (c · a∗, ab → c), (vi) (c · a+, ad · $ → d · $),
(ii) (c · a∗, acb → c), (vii) (c · ad · $,Accept),
(iii) (c · a∗, aab → d), (viii) (c · a+, a · $ → $),
(iv) (c · a∗, aadb → d), (ix) (c · a · $,Accept).
(v) (c · c · $,Accept),
It is easily veriﬁed that M is right–left-monotone and in weak cyclic form.
Now, let t > 1 be an integer, and let  : {a, b, c, d}∗ → {0, 1}∗ be the morphism that is deﬁned through a → 1,
b → (100)t , c → 102t , and d → 10t+1. One can verify easily that the language (L) is accepted by a right–
left-monotone R-automaton M ′ with cut-index t , which, for each meta-instruction (E, u → v) of M , contains the
corresponding meta-instruction ((E),(u) → (v)), and for each meta-instruction (E,Accept) of M , contains the
corresponding meta-instruction ((E),Accept). As with M also M ′ is in weak cyclic form, this shows that (L) ∈
L(wcf-right.left-mon-cut(t)-R).
On the other hand, we claim that (L) is not accepted by any cut(t − 1)-RL-automaton. Assume there exists an
RL-automaton M ′′ with cut-index t ′ such that L(M ′′) = (L). We can suppose that the size k of the read/write
window of M ′′ is at least 3. Let  be a constant that is larger than k, larger than |(b)| = 3t , and that is divisible
by p !, where p is the constant for M ′′ from the Pumping Lemma (Fact 4). Let
x := (ab) = 1(100)t,
which belongs to (L1). Thus, M ′′ has an accepting computation for input x. However, M ′′ cannot accept x in a tail
computation, as otherwise we could use pumping to construct a word not belonging to (L) which would also be
accepted by M ′′. So, an accepting computation of M ′′ on x starts with a cycle x c
M ′′ y, which implies that y ∈ (L).
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We now analyze the various options for y:
(1) y ∈ (L2): This is not possible, as the size k of the window of M ′′ is much smaller than , which means that M ′′
cannot possibly transform x into an element of (L2) in one cycle.
(2) y = (a−rb−r ) = 1−r (100)t−tr for some integer r > 0: In this case the rewrite step must be executed near the
border between 1 and (100)t, rewriting a factor v into a word v′. According to the Pumping Lemma (Fact 4), the
subword 1 contains a pumping subword z := 1s (for some s satisfying p > s > 0) such that x = u1zu2vw, y =
u1zu2v′w, and u1ziu2vw cM ′′ u1z
iu2v′w for some words u1, u2, w and all integers i0. As  is divisible by
p !, it is also divisible by s. Hence, for i := 
s
+ 1, we have u1ziu2vw = 1+(100)t = (a2b) /∈ (L),
u1ziu2v′w = 12−r (100)t−tr = (a2−rb−r ) ∈ (L), and 12(100)t cM ′′ 12−r (100)t−tr , which contradicts
the Error Preserving Property (Fact 2). Thus, also this option is not viable.
(3) y = (a−rcb−r ) = 1−r102t (100)t−tr for some integer r > 0: In order to obtain this word from x = 1(100)t
through a single rewrite step, the factor 02t must be created and simultaneously at least one symbol from the preﬁx
1+1 must be deleted. For this M ′′ needs at least t cuts, that is, we have t ′ t .
Hence, M ′′ has at least cut-index t , implying that (L) /∈ L(cut(t − 1)-RL). 
As a consequence we obtain the following hierarchy results.
Corollary 21. For each t1, X ∈ {R,RR,RL}, and Y ∈ {right.left-mon, left-mon,mon},
L(wcf-Y-cut(t)-X) ⊂ L(wcf-Y-cut(t + 1)-X).
Actually, also the hierarchy for L(wcf-cut(t)-X) follows from Theorem 20, but it is not included here, as it was
already shown in Corollary 10(b). The next theorem will enable us to separate the cut-hierarchies for nondeterministic
RR-automata from those for nondeterministic R-automata.
Theorem 22. L(wcf-right.left-mon-cut(1)-RR)\L(R) 	= ∅.
Proof. As observed above the language L = {anbnc | n0} ∪ {anb2nd | n0} is accepted by a det-right.left-
mon-cut(1)-RL-automaton in weak cyclic form, and so it is accepted by a wcf-right.left-mon-cut(1)-RR-automaton
by Theorem 7.
Now assume that L is also accepted by an R-automaton M ′. On a sufﬁciently long word of the form w = anbnc, M ′
must execute at least one cycle. In the ﬁrst cycle of an accepting computation onw,M ′ must delete a subword of the form
aibi at the border between the preﬁx an and the sufﬁx bn. After performing this rewrite step, M ′ restarts immediately,
as it is an R-automaton. Hence, M ′ can execute the same rewrite step starting on the input w′ := anb2n−id /∈ L.
However, after deleting the factor aibi the word an−ib2n−2id ∈ L is obtained, which contradicts the Error Preserving
Property. Thus, L is not accepted by any R-automaton. 
Hence, we obtain the following separation results.
Corollary 23. For each t1 and each Y ∈ {right.left-mon, left-mon,mon, },
L(wcf-Y-cut(t)-R) ⊂ L(wcf-Y-cut(t)-RR).
With this we have completely determined the relationships with respect to the cut-index between the various mono-
tone types of nondeterministic R-, RR-, and RL-automata. The following theorem shows that the weakest type of
nondeterministic restarting automaton considered is still sufﬁciently expressive to accept a language which cannot be
accepted by any deterministic RL-automaton.
Theorem 24. L(wcf-right.left-mon-cut(1)-R)\L(det-RL) 	= ∅.
Proof. The languageL := {anbm | 0nm2n} is recognized by the wcf-right.left-mon-R-automaton that is given
through the following meta-instructions:
(i) (c · a∗, abb → b), (ii) (c · a∗, abbb → b), (iii) (c · {, ab, abb} · $,Accept).
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However, L cannot be accepted by any det-RL-automaton. Assume on the contrary that L is accepted by the det-RL-
automaton M . For a sufﬁciently large integer n that is divisible by |Q|!, where Q is the set of states of M , the word
w := anbn cannot be accepted by M in a tail computation. This can be shown by using pumping techniques. Hence,
the computation of M on input w starts with a cycle w cM w
′
, where w′ belongs to L. Hence, w′ = an−ibn−j for
some integers i, j satisfying the conditions i > 0 and ij0. Because of the choice of n, M will perform the same
rewrite step on the word anb2n ∈ L. This yields the word an−ib2n−j = an−ib2(n−i)+2i−j /∈ L (as 2i − j > 0), thus
contradicting the Correctness Preserving Property. 
Based on the theorem above we can separate the cut-hierarchy for each type of deterministic restarting automaton
from the hierarchy for the corresponding type of nondeterministic restarting automaton.
Corollary 25. For each t1, X ∈ {R,RR,RL}, and Y ∈ {right.left-mon, left-mon,mon, },
L(wcf-det-Y-cut(t)-X) ⊂ L(wcf-Y-cut(t)-X).
The next theorem shows that cut-index 2 is always more expressive than cut-index 1.
Theorem 26. L(wcf-det-right.left-mon-cut(2)-R)\L(cut(1)-RL) 	= ∅.
Proof. The language L := {ancbn | n0 } is accepted by the deterministic right–left-monotone cut(2)-R-automaton
in weak cyclic form that is deﬁned by the meta-instructions (c · a∗, acbb → cb) and (c · {c, acb} · $,Accept).
On the other hand, L cannot be accepted by any RL-automaton with cut-index 1, as for a sufﬁciently large integer n,
the word ancbn can neither be accepted in a tail computation, nor is it possible to rewrite the word ancbn into a shorter
word amcbm ∈ L by deleting only one contiguous segment. 
This yields the following results.
Corollary 27. For each X ∈ {R,RR,RL} and Y ∈ {right.left-mon, left-mon,mon},
L(wcf-det-Y-cut(1)-X) ⊂ L(wcf-det-Y-cut(2)-X).
The corresponding results also hold for nondeterministic restarting automata (Corollary 21) and for deterministic
and nondeterministic restarting automata that do not satisfy any type of monotonicity (Corollary 10). Next we will
separate the wcf-cut(1)-R-classes from the cut(1)-RR-classes of languages.
Theorem 28. L(wcf-det-right.left-mon-cut(1)-RR)\L(cut(1)-R) 	= ∅.
Proof. The language L := {anbicbj | n, i, j0, n = i + j} ∪ {anbn | n0} is accepted by the deterministic
RR-automaton M that is given through the following meta-instructions:
(c · a∗, ac → a, b∗ · $), (c · a∗, ab → , (b∗ ∪ (b∗ · c · b∗)) · $), (c · $,Accept).
Obviously M is right–left-monotone and in weak cyclic form, and it has cut-index 1.
It remains to show that L is not recognized by any R-automaton with cut-index 1. Assume to the contrary that M ′
is a cut(1)-R-automaton that recognizes L. For a sufﬁciently large n, M ′ cannot accept the word w := ancbn in a
tail computation. During the ﬁrst cycle on w, M ′ must delete a factor of the form amcbm, as this is the only way to
get a word from L by deleting only one contiguous segment of w. However, M ′ can make the same deletion on the
word ancbnc /∈ L, which yields the cycle ancbnc c
M ′ a
n−mbn−mc. As an−mbn−mc belongs to L, this contradicts the
Error Preserving Property. 
As a consequence we obtain the following proper inclusions.
Corollary 29. For each Y ∈ {right.left-mon, left-mon,mon, },
L(wcf-det-Y-cut(1)-R) ⊂ L(wcf-det-Y-cut(1)-RR).
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For right–left-monotone and (right-) monotone deterministic R- and RR-automata (Propositions 15 and 16) and for
all types of monotone deterministicRL-automata (Theorem 19) the corresponding cut-hierarchies all collapse to level 2.
In contrast to this the cut-hierarchies for left-monotone deterministic R- and RR-automata are inﬁnite.
Theorem 30. For each t3, L(wcf-det-left-mon-cut(t)-R)\L(det-cut(t − 1)-RR) 	= ∅.
Proof. Let t3, and let Lt := L1t ∪ L2t , where L1t := {am+n(bc)nbmd | m, n0} and L2t := {am+n(bc)t ·nct ·me |
m, n0}. The language Lt is accepted by the deterministic R-automaton Mt that is described by the following meta-
instructions:
(i) (c · a∗(bc)∗, bcbb → bbb), (vii) (c · a∗(bc)∗, (bc)t c → ct+1),
(ii) (c · a∗(bc)∗, bcd$ → bd$), (viii) (c · a∗(bc)∗, (bc)t e$ → ct e$),
(iii) (c · a∗(bc)∗, bcbd$ → bbd$), (ix) (c · a∗, act c → c),
(iv) (c · a∗, abb → b), (x) (c, act e$ → e$),
(v) (c, abd$ → d$), (xi) (c · e · $,Accept).
(vi) (c · d · $,Accept),
It is easily seen that Mt is left-monotone and in weak cyclic form, that it has cut-index t , and that L(Mt) = Lt .
Let M ′ be a deterministic RR-automaton with cut-index t ′ such that L(M ′) = Lt , let n be an integer that is larger
than the constant from the Pumping Lemma for M ′, and that is divisible by s!, where s is the number of states of M ′,
and let w := at ·n+n(bc)t ·nct ·t ·ne. As w ∈ Lt , there exists an accepting computation of M ′ on input w. However, this
cannot be a tail computation, as otherwise we could ‘pump’ the word w to get an accepting tail computation for a word
not belonging to Lt . Thus, the accepting computation of M ′ on input w starts with a cycle w cM ′ w
′
, where w′ belongs
to Lt . Hence, there are only two possibilities for the rewrite transition performed during this cycle:
• Either M ′ deletes some symbols near the border between the preﬁx at ·n+n and the factor (bc)t ·n. This means that
M ′ actually deletes a factor of the form ai(bc)t ·i for some i > 0, while its read/write window contains a string
of the form a+(bc)+. As M ′ is deterministic, it will perform the same rewrite step, when it is given the word
z := at ·n+n(bc)t ·nbnd ∈ Lt as input, which yields the word z′ := at ·n+n−i (bc)t ·(n−i)bnd /∈ Lt . After that M ′ can
either restart, which would contradict the Correctness Preserving Property, or it can halt and reject. Thus, M ′ cannot
accept the word z, which contradicts our assumption that L(M ′) = Lt .
• The other possibility is that M ′ deletes some b’s at the border between the factors (bc)t ·n and ct ·t ·n just as Mt .
As w′ ∈ Lt , it follows that M ′ must delete at least t occurrences of the symbol b. Since all these occurrences of b
are surrounded by occurrences of the symbol c, M ′ has cut-index t ′ t . 
From this theorem we obtain the following consequences.
Corollary 31. For each t2:
(a) L(wcf-det-left-mon-cut(t)-R) ⊂ L(wcf-det-left-mon-cut(t + 1)-R),
(b) L(wcf-det-left-mon-cut(t)-RR) ⊂ L(wcf-det-left-mon-cut(t + 1)-RR).
Finally, we separate the cut-hierarchy for det-left-mon-RR-automata from the cut-hierarchy for det-left-mon-R-
automata.
Theorem 32. L(wcf-det-left-mon-cut(1)-RR)\L(R) 	= ∅.
Proof. Let L := L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 ∪ L4, where
L1 := {am(1010)n(100)i | m = n + i, where m, i > 0, n0},
L2 := {am(1010)n(100)j1(100)i | m = n + j + i, where m, i, j > 0, n0},
L3 := {am(1010)n1(100)j1(100)i | m = n + j + i, where m, i, j > 0, n0},
L4 := {am(1010)n0i | 2m = n + i, where m, i > 0, n0}.
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The languageL is accepted by the deterministic RR-automatonM that is deﬁned by the following meta-instructions:
(i) (c · a+(1010)∗, 1010 · 100 → 100 · 100, (100)∗ · (1 · (100)+ + ) · $),
(ii) (c · a+, a100 · 100 → 100, (100)∗ · (1 · (100)+ + ) · $),
(iii) (c · a100 · $,Accept),
(iv) (c · a+(1010)∗, 1 · 100 → 100, (100)∗ · 1 · (100)+ · $),
(v) (c · a+, a100 · 1 · 100 → 100, (100)∗ · $),
(vi) (c · a+(1010)∗, 1010 · 0 → 0 · 0, 0∗ · $),
(vii) (c · a+, a00 → , 0+ · $),
(viii) (c · a00 · $,Accept).
It is easily seen that M is left-monotone and in weak cyclic form, and that it has cut-index 1.
We claim that L cannot be accepted by any R-automaton. Assume to the contrary that M ′ is an R-automaton
recognizing L. Let x := a2n(1010)n1(100)n−11(100) ∈ L3, where n is larger than the constant p from the Pumping
Lemma for M ′ and also larger than the size of the read/write window of M ′. M ′ cannot accept x in a tail computation,
as otherwise we could ‘pump’ the preﬁx a2n of x obtaining an accepting tail computation for a word not in L. Let
x c
M ′ x
′ be the ﬁrst cycle of an accepting computation of M ′ on x. By the Correctness Preserving Property we have
x′ ∈ L. There are three possibilities for x′:
(1) For x′ ∈ L3, there are two ways of rewriting x into x′:
(a) A factor a(1010) is rewritten into  for some  > 0. As M ′ restarts immediately after rewriting, M ′ could
execute the same rewrite step on the word y := a2n(1010)n03n− /∈ L, which would yield the cycle
y cM ′ a
2n−(1010)n−03n− =: y′.
As y′ ∈ L, this contradicts the Error Preserving Property.
(b) A factor (1010)1 is rewritten into 1(100) for some n >  > 0, but as both these words contain the same
number of occurrences of the symbol 0, this is not possible by only deleting symbols.
(2) If x′ ∈ L2, then a factor (1010)1(100) is rewritten into (1010)′(100)′ for some constants ,  > 0 and
′, ′0 satisfying + = ′ +′. Hence, the number of occurrences of the symbol 0 is preserved, and only some
occurrences (at least one) of the symbol 1 are deleted.As M ′ restarts immediately after rewriting and as  < n, M ′
could execute the same rewrite operation on the word z := a2n(1010)n1(100)n /∈ L. This would yield the cycle
z c
M ′ a
2n(1010)n−+′(100)n−+′ ∈ L, contradicting the Error Preserving Property.
(3) If x′ ∈ L1 ∪L4, then x is changed in places which are farther apart from each other than the size of the read/write
window of M ′. Hence, this is not possible, either.
In summary we see that L cannot be accepted by any R-automaton. 
This gives the following separation results.
Corollary 33. For each t1:
(a) L(wcf-det-left-mon-cut(t)-R) ⊂ L(wcf-det-left-mon-cut(t)-RR),
(b) L(wcf-det-cut(t)-R) ⊂ L(wcf-det-cut(t)-RR).
7. t-RR-automata
Up to now we have considered restarting automata that only execute a single rewrite operation per cycle. With
cut-index t the restarting automata of this form correspond to t-contextual grammars with regular selection satisfying
an additional locality restriction. As we now want to abstract from this locality restriction, we need to consider a more
general type of restarting automaton. Accordingly, we introduce and study the t-RR-automaton.
This is an RR-automaton that is allowed to perform up to t rewrite (that is, delete) operations per cycle.As before the
number of factors removed by such an operation is called the cut-index of that operation. However, in contrast to the
situation for standard RR-automata, the read/write window of a t-RR-automaton is moved by a delete operation just to
the right neighbor of the rightmost symbol deleted by this operation. Thus, if cw1quw2$ is the current conﬁguration
with the read/write window scanning the factor u, and if (q ′, v) ∈ (q, u) is the delete operation (of cut-index
m) to be applied, where u = u0x1u1 . . . um−1xmum and v = u0u1 . . . um, where x1, . . . , xm, u1 . . . , um−1 are all
nonempty, then this delete operation yields the conﬁguration cw1u0u1 . . . um−1q ′umw2$.Thus, the factorum is used as a
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look-ahead, which, however, can still be processed (and possibly deleted) in the same cycle. Further, it is required that
a t-RR-automaton performs at least one delete operation in each cycle—thus each new phase starts on a shorter word
than the previous one—and that no delete operations are executed in a tail computation. By t-RR we denote the class
of all t-RR-automata. If all delete operations of such an automata satisfy the restriction that their cut-index is bounded
from above be the constant i, then we say that this t-RR-automaton has cut-index i. By t-cut(i)-RR we denote the class
of all t-RR-automata with cut-index i. As before, we use the notation x cM y to denote a cycle of a t-RR-automaton M
that begins with the restarting conﬁguration q0cx$ and ends with the restarting conﬁguration q0cy$. Corresponding
variants of R- and RL-automata could be deﬁned analogously. Here, however, we only consider the t-RR-automaton,
as it appears to be the most natural among these variants.
For describing transition relations of t-cut(i)-RR-automata we introduce a new type of meta-instruction. A t-cut(i)-
RR-automaton M is described by a ﬁnite sequence of meta-instructions of the form
(E0, u1, E1, u2, E2, . . . , Es−1, us, Es),
where 1s i ·t ,E0, E1, . . . , Es are regular languages, called the regular constraints of this instruction, andu1, . . . , us
are strings such that 1 |ui |k (1 is), which correspond to factors that are deleted by M during one cycle. On
trying to execute this meta-instruction the t-cut(i)-RR-automaton M will get stuck (and so reject) starting from the
conﬁguration q0cw$, if w does not admit a factorization of the form w = v0u1v1u2 . . . vs−1usvs such that cv0 ∈ E0,
vi ∈ Ei for all i = 1, . . . , s − 1, and vs$ ∈ Es . On the other hand, if w does have a factorization of this form, then
one such factorization is chosen nondeterministically, and q0cw$ is transformed into q0cv0v1 . . . vs−1vs$. In order to
describe the tails of accepting computations, we use meta-instructions of the form (c · E · $,Accept) as before.
Example 34. Let t1, and let LRt := {c0wc1wc2 . . . ct−1w | w ∈ {a, b}∗}, where 0 = {a, b} and t =
{c0, c1, . . . , ct−1} ∪ 0. We obtain a t-cut(1)-RR-automaton Mt for the language LRt through the following sequence
of meta-instructions:
(i) (cc0, a,∗0 · c1, a,∗0 · c2, . . . ,∗0 · ct−1, a,∗0 · $),
(ii) (cc0, b,∗0 · c1, b,∗0 · c2, . . . ,∗0 · ct−1, b,∗0 · $),
(iii) (cc0c1 . . . ct−1$,Accept).
Given the word w = c0abac1abac2 . . . ct−1aba as input, Mt executes the following accepting computation, where the
symbols deleted in a cycle are underlined:
c0abac1abac2 . . . ct−1aba  cMt c0bac1bac2 . . . ct−1ba 
c
Mt
c0ac1ac2 . . . ct−1a
 cMt c0c1c2 . . . ct−1 
∗
Mt
Accept.
It follows easily that L(Mt) = LRt holds.
The following correspondence between t-contextual grammars with regular selection and t-cut(1)-RR-automata in
weak cyclic form is now immediate. Here a t-RR-automaton is said to be in weak cyclic form if there is a ﬁnite set of
words only that it accepts in tail computations (see Section 4).
Proposition 35.
(a) For each t-contextual grammar with regular selection G, there exists a t-cut(1)-RR-automaton M in weak cyclic
form such that RS(M) and RS(G) coincide.
(b) For each t-cut(1)-RR-automatonM in weak cyclic form, there exists a t-contextual grammar with regular selection
G such that RS(G) and RS(M) coincide.
As observed in Section 4, each RR-automaton can be transformed into an equivalent RR-automaton that is in weak
cyclic form, and the same is true for t-cut(i)-RR-automata for all values of t and i. This is seen as follows. For a
t-cut(i)-RR-automaton M that is not in weak cyclic form, let (Ei,Accept) (1 im) be the set of accepting meta-
instructions. As M is not in weak cyclic form, some of the regular languages E1, . . . , Em are inﬁnite. Say that E1 is
inﬁnite. Then, by the pumping lemma for regular languages, there exists a constant n1 such that, whenever w ∈ E1
satisfying |w|n1, then w has a factorization of the form w = xyz such that |xy|n1, y 	= , and xz ∈ E1.
Thus, we can replace (E1,Accept) by the meta-instruction ({w ∈ E1 | |w| < n1},Accept) and by ﬁnitely many
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meta-instructions of the form ({cx}, y, Exy1 ·$),whereExy1 denotes the left quotient of the languageE1 by the word xy.
In this way we obtain a t-cut(i)-RR-automaton Mwcf in weak cyclic form such that L(Mwcf) = L(M) holds, and
even more, RS(M) ⊂ RS(Mwcf). Observe that the cut-index is preserved by this transformation. Hence, the above
proposition gives a close correspondence between t-contextual grammars with regular selection on the one hand and
t-cut(1)-RR-automata on the other hand.
8. Some hierarchies for t-RR-automata
We now introduce various notions of monotonicity for t-RR-automata. As a t-RR-automaton M performs up to t
delete operations per cycle, we base the notions of monotonicity forM on its delete conﬁgurations. Here a conﬁguration
C = q of M in which a delete operation is to be applied is called a delete conﬁguration. The number || is called
the right distance of C, denoted by Dr(C), and the number || is the left distance of C, denoted by Dl(C).
A sequence of delete conﬁgurations S = (C1, C2, . . . , Cn) is called right-monotone if
Dr(C1)Dr(C2) · · · Dr(Cn),
it is called left-monotone if
Dl(C1)Dl(C2) · · · Dl(Cn),
and it is called right–left-monotone if it is simultaneously right- and left-monotone. A computation of M is called
t-right-monotone, t-left-monotone or t-right–left-monotone if the corresponding sequence of delete conﬁgurations can
be partitioned into at most t subsequences S1, S2, . . . , St such that each of these subsequences is right-monotone, left-
monotone or right–left-monotone, respectively. Finally, a t-RR-automaton M is called right-monotone (left-monotone,
right–left-monotone) if each of its computations is t-right-monotone (t-left-monotone, t-right–left-monotone).
Example 36. Each cycle of each computation of the t-cut(1)-RR-automaton Mt of Example 34 contains exactly t
applications of delete operations, which simply delete the ﬁrst letter of each syllable from ∗0. Thus, the corresponding
sequence of delete conﬁgurations can easily be partitioned into t subsequences such that, for each of these subsequences,
the corresponding sequences of right and of left distances are non-increasing. Thus, each computation of Mt is t-right–
left-monotone.
On the other hand, we have the following negative result, which is obtained by observing that by executing at most
t − 1 delete steps the word
c0a
mbmc1a
mbmc2 . . . ct−1ambm ∈ LRt
can neither be converted into a shorter word belonging to LRt , nor can it be accepted in a tail computation, if m is a
sufﬁciently large integer depending on the (t − 1)-RR-automaton considered.
Proposition 37. For each t2, LRt /∈ L((t − 1)-RR).
This yields the following hierarchy results.
Corollary 38. For each X ∈ {right-mon, left-mon, right.left-mon, }, t2, and i1,
(a) L(X-(t − 1)-cut(i)-RR) ⊂ L(X-t-cut(i)-RR),
(b) L((t − 1)-RR) ⊂ L(t-RR).
From [6] and our previous results we obtain the following.
Theorem 39. L(right-mon-1-RR) ⊂ CFL, and L(X-t-RR) is incomparable to CFL with respect to inclusion for all
t2 and all types X of monotonicity.
Proof. As the right-mon-1-RR-automaton coincides with the mon-RR-automaton, the proper inclusion L(right-mon-
1-RR) ⊂ CFL follows from [6]. The language LR2 is not context free, but it is accepted by a det-right–left-mon-2-
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cut(1)- RR-automaton. On the other hand, the context-free language L := {anbn | n0} ∪ {anbm | m > 2n0} is not
accepted by any RRW-automaton as shown in [6]. Using the same type of argument it can be shown that this language
is not even accepted by any t-RR-automaton. This yields the incomparability results stated above. 
The next example illustrates that, for all values of t , the expressive power of t-RR-automata increases substantially,
when the cut-index is raised from one to two.
Example 40. Let LR(2)t := {c0wc1wRc2 . . . c2t−2wc2t−1wR | w ∈ {a, b}∗}, where t1, 0 = {a, b}, and t =
{c0, c1, . . . , c2t−1} ∪ 0. The language LR(2)t is accepted by the deterministic t-cut(2)-RR-automaton M(2)t that is
given through the following sequence of meta-instructions:
(i) (cc0 · ∗0, a, c1, a,∗0 · c2 · ∗0, a, c3, a, . . . , a, c2t−1, a,∗0 · $),
(ii) (cc0 · ∗0, b, c1, b,∗0 · c2 · ∗0, b, c3, b, . . . , b, c2t−1, b,∗0 · $),
(iii) (cc0c1 . . . c2t−1$,Accept).
It is easily veriﬁed that L(M(2)t ) = LR(2)t holds, and that M(2)t is right–left-monotone. However, with less than t delete
operations per cycle, or with t delete operations with cut-index one, the language LR(2)t cannot be accepted, that is, for
each t2, LR(2)t /∈ L((t − 1)-RR) ∪ L(t-cut(1)-RR).
This yields the following results.
Proposition 41. For each X ∈ {right-mon, left-mon, right.left-mon, }, and each t2,
(a) L(X-t-cut(1)-RR) ⊂ L(X-t-cut(2)-RR).
(b) The class of languages generated by t-contextual grammars with regular selection is a proper subclass ofL(t-RR).
(c) For each t-RR-automaton with cut-index i, there is an equivalent s-contextual grammar with regular selection for
some s i · t .
Finally, we want to separate the various types of monotone t-RR-automata from each other. For doing so we need a
couple of example languages. To simplify the presentation of these languages we use the notationL[t] := {wt | w ∈ L}
for the t-fold iteration of a language L, where t ∈ N+. First, we consider the language Lleft := L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 ∪ L4,
which is a variant of a language considered in [15], where
L1 := {ar(bc)nbmdi | r = m + n, m, n0, i > 0},
L2 := {ar(bc)rdiej | r, j0, i > j},
L3 := {ar(bc)ncmej | n + m > 2r, n,m, r0, j > 0},
L4 := {ar(bc)ndiej | n > 2r, r, i0, j > i}.
Lemma 42. Lleft ∈ L(det-left-mon-1-RR)\L(right-mon-1-RR).
Proof. The following meta-instructions deﬁne a 1-RR-automaton M1 for Lleft:
(i) (c · a∗ · (bc)∗ · d∗, de, e∗ · $), (vii) (c · d · $,Accept),
(ii) (c · a∗ · (bc)∗ · d+, d, $), (viii) (c · a∗ · (bc)∗, b, c+ · e+ · $),
(iii) (c · a∗ · (bc)∗ · b, c, d · $), (ix) (c · a∗, acc, c+ · e+ · $),
(iv) (c · a∗ · (bc)∗ · b, c, b+ · d+ · $), (x) (c, c, c+ · e+ · $),
(v) (c · a∗, ab, b∗ · d+ · $), (xi) (c · c, e, e+ · $),
(vi) (c, d, d+ · $), (xii) (c · c · e · $,Accept).
Note that a delete step according to the meta-instruction (xi) can be executed while the read/write window is in the
leftmost position, that is, while it contains the left sentinel c. Hence, the corresponding delete conﬁgurations have
left distance zero. It is easily seen that M1 accepts the language Lleft, and that it is left-monotone and deterministic.
It remains to show that Lleft is not accepted by any right-monotone 1-RR-automaton.
Assume to the contrary that this language is accepted by a right-monotone 1-RR-automaton M , let p be the constant
from the pumping lemma for M , and let q := p !. Given w := aq(bc)qd2qeq ∈ Lleft as input, M cannot accept in a tail
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computation, as otherwise using pumping we could show that M would then also accept certain words not belonging
to the language Lleft. Thus, an accepting computation of M on input w starts with a cycle of the form w cM w1. By the
Correctness Preserving Property w1 ∈ Lleft, and so w1 is obtained from w by a rewrite operation that deletes a factor
of the form as(bc)s such that s > 0 or a factor of the form diej for some i, j0 such that i + j > 0. As M is to be
right-monotone, only the ﬁrst alternative is possible, that is, w1 = aq−s(bc)q−sd2qeq .
Now consider the input x := aq(bc)2qd2qe3q . By applying the pumping lemma both to the factor (bc)q and to the
factor eq of w, we see that M can execute the cycle x cM a
q−s(bc)2q−sd2qe3q . However, aq−s(bc)2q−sd2qe3q ∈ Lleft,
as 2q − s > 2q − 2s = 2(q − s), while x /∈ Lleft, contradicting the Error Preserving Property. It follows that Lleft is
not accepted by any right-monotone 1-RR-automaton. 
Based on this result we can now establish the following fact.
Theorem 43. For each t ∈ N+, L[t]left ∈ L(det-left-mon-t-RR)\L(right-mon-t-RR).
Proof. Let t > 1. From the deterministic 1-RR-automaton M1 for the language Lleft constructed in the proof of
the lemma above we easily obtain a deterministic t-RR-automaton Mt for the language L[t]left. This automaton simply
processes the t syllables of the given input word in parallel, applying the same operation to each syllable. It follows
that Mt is in addition left-monotone.
On the other hand, the language L[t]left cannot be accepted by a right-monotone t-RR-automaton. Indeed, let M be a
t ′-RR-automaton for L[t]left. Given an input of the form
x = an1(bc)m1di1ej1an2(bc)m2di2ej2 . . . ant (bc)mt dit ejt ,
M must verify that nr = ns, mr = ms, ir = is , and jr = js hold for all 1r < s t . Thus, in each cycleM must apply
the same modiﬁcations to all t syllables in parallel, implying that t ′ t holds. Further, concentrating on the ﬁrst syllable
the considerations from the proof of Lemma 42 show that M must ﬁrst decide whether i1 < j1 or whether i1 > j1
holds before it can start to process the preﬁx an1(bc)m1 . This requires at least one more monotone sequence, that is,
we obtain that t ′ t + 1 holds. Hence, the language L[t]left is not accepted by any right-monotone t-RR-automaton. 
Observe, however, that the language L[t]left is accepted by a (t + 1)-RR-automaton Mˆt that works as follows. Given
an input of the form
x = an1(bc)m1di1ej1an2(bc)m2di2ej2 . . . ant (bc)mt dit ejt ,
Mˆt ﬁrst compares the syllables from d∗ · e∗ to each other by performing t delete operations per cycle, reducing each
of these syllables to the letter d (if i1 = · · · = it > j1 = · · · = jt ) or to the letter e (if i1 = · · · = it < j1 = · · · = jt ).
Thereafter, Mˆt starts to process the syllables of the form a+ · (bc)+. In each cycle Mˆt reduces each syllable of the form
an(bc)md (or an(bc)me) to an−1(bc)m−1d (or an−1(bc)m−2e) by applying a delete operation that deletes the factor
abc or the factor a(bc)2 and then veriﬁes that the actual syllable ends with the symbol d (respectively, e). Obviously,
Mˆt executes t delete operations per cycle.
Wenowpartition the sequenceof delete conﬁgurations of a computationof Mˆt into t+1 right-monotone subsequences.
For (an(bc)mdiej )t , we have t − 1 right-monotone subsequences S1, . . . , St−1 that consist of two parts each. The
sequence Si consists of the delete conﬁgurations that correspond to processing the factor diej from the ith block,
followed by the delete conﬁgurations that correspond to processing the factor an(bc)m from the (i + 1)st block.
Further, we have one sequence St that consists of those delete conﬁgurations that correspond to processing the factor
an(bc)m from the ﬁrst block, and we have one sequence St+1 that consists of those delete conﬁgurations that correspond
to processing the factor diej from the last block.
For inputs from the sublanguage L[t]1 ∪ L[t]3 , Mˆt proceeds similarly. Thus, we have the following consequence.
Corollary 44. For each t ∈ N+, L[t]left ∈ L(right-mon-(t + 1)-RR).
In a way similar to the proof of Lemma 42 the following result can be shown for the language Lright := LRleft.
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Lemma 45. Lright ∈ L(det-right-mon-1-RR)\L(left-mon-1-RR).
From this technical result we obtain the following consequences.
Theorem 46. For each t ∈ N+,
(a) L[t]right ∈ L(det-right-mon-t-RR) ∩ L(det-left-mon-(t + 1)-RR),
(b) L[t]right /∈ L(left-mon-t-RR).
Proof. From a right-monotone deterministic 1-RR-automaton for the language Lright we obtain a deterministic t-RR-
automaton M˜t for the language L[t]right that simply processes the t syllables of the given input in parallel, applying the
same operation to each syllable. It follows that M˜t is right-monotone.
On the other hand,we can interpret M˜t as a (t+1)-RR-automaton by partitioning the sequence of delete conﬁgurations
of a computation of M˜t into t + 1 subsequences. Given an input of the form
x = ei1dj1(cb)m1an1 . . . eit djt (cb)mt ant ,
we have t −1 left-monotone sequences S1, . . . , St−1 that consist of two parts each. The sequence Sk contains the delete
conﬁgurations that correspond to processing the factor eik+1djk+1 from the (k + 1)st block, followed by the delete
conﬁgurations that correspond to processing the factor (cb)mkank from the kth block. Further, we have a sequence St
that consists of those delete conﬁgurations that correspond to processing the factor (cb)mt ant from the last block, and
we have a sequence St+1 that consists of those delete conﬁgurations that correspond to processing the factor ei1dj1
from the ﬁrst block. All these sequences are left-monotone, proving that L[t]right ∈ L(det-left-mon-(t + 1)-RR).
The proof that L[t]right is not accepted by any left-monotone t-RR-automaton is analogous to the proof of the corre-
sponding part of Theorem 43. 
Observe that the statement of Theorem 46 is slightly stronger than the combined statements of Theorem 43
and Corollary 44. This follows from the fact that even a left-monotone (t + 1)-RR-automaton scans its tape from
left to right.
We now combine Lleft and Lright into a new language Lno := Lleft · & · Lright · &. Given an input of the form
an(bc)mdiej&eqdp(cb)sar&, a 1-RR-automaton M must ﬁrst verify the conditions on i and j and the conditions on
p and q before it can start to process the factors an(bc)m and (cb)sar , respectively. Thus, M is neither right-monotone
nor left-monotone. Hence, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 47. For each t ∈ N+, L[t]no ∈ L(det-t-RR)\(L(left-mon-t-RR) ∪ L(right-mon-t-RR)).
Finally, we consider the language Lrl := L′1 ∪ L′2 ∪ L′3 ∪ L′4, where
L′1 := {f ar(bc)nbmdi | r = m + n, m, n0, , i > 0},
L′2 := {f gar(bc)rdiej | r, j, 0,  > , i > j},
L′3 := {gar(bc)ncmej | n + m > 2r, n,m, r0, , j > 0},
L′4 := {f gar(bc)ndiej | n > 2r, , r, i0,  > , j > i}.
Given an input of the form f gan(bc)mdiej , a 1-RR-automaton M must ﬁrst verify the condition on i and j or the
condition on  and  before it can start to process the syllable an(bc)m. Hence, M can be either right-monotone or
left-monotone, but not right–left-monotone. This yields the following result.
Theorem 48. For each t ∈ N+,
L
[t]
rl ∈ (L(det-right-mon-t-RR) ∩ L(det-left-mon-t-RR))\L(right.left-mon-t-RR).
In summary we have the proper inclusions shown in Fig. 5. The same diagram can also be used for deterministic
t-RR-automata. Further, the nondeterministic classes can be separated from the deterministic classes by considering
the t-fold iteration of the language Lnd := {anbm | nm2n}.
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Fig. 5. Proper inclusion relations between the various types of t-RR-automata.
The example languages above have all been constructed speciﬁcally for the purpose of separating certain language
classes. We close this section with a family of formal free word-order languages which has received attention before
as an interesting family of languages [22]. We will classify the languages from this family with respect to their degrees
of right-monotonicity.
For t ∈ N+, let LCj be the language on the alphabet j = {a1, a2, . . . , aj } that is deﬁned by LCj := {w ∈ ∗j ||w|a1 = |w|a2 = · · · = |w|aj }. Obviously LCj is accepted by a deterministic right-monotone j -RR-automaton that,
in each cycle, simply deletes the ﬁrst occurrence of each letter ai , i = 1, . . . , j . However, we can do better than that.
Theorem 49. For each j2, LCj ∈ L(det-right-mon-(j − 1)-RR)\L((j − 2)-RR).
Proof. For j2, let Mj be the deterministic (j −1)-RR-automaton that is deﬁned by the following meta-instructions,
where 	 ranges over all permutations of the index set {1, 2, . . . , j}:
(i) (c · a∗	(1), a	(1)a	(2), {a	(1), a	(2)}∗, a	(3), . . . , (j\{a	(j)})∗, a	(j),∗j · $),
(ii) (c · $,Accept).
In each cycleMj executes exactly j −1 delete operations. If we arrange the delete conﬁgurations of a computation of
Mj into j −1 subsequences in such a way that the ith delete conﬁguration of each cycle is put into the ith subsequence
for all i = 1, . . . , j − 1, then the j − 1 subsequences obtained are all right-monotone. Hence, Mj is right-monotone.
On the other hand, consider an input of the form w = an2am11 an3am21 . . . anj−1a
mj−2
1 a
n
j , where n = m1 + · · · + mj−2,
and all integers m1, . . . , mj−2 are sufﬁciently large. To transform w into a shorter word belonging to LCj , at least
one occurrence of each letter a1, . . . , aj must be deleted. If the integers m2, . . . , mj−1 are larger than the size of the
window of the automaton considered, then in order to delete at least one occurrence of each letter, the automaton must
perform at least j − 1 delete operations. Thus, LCj is not accepted by any (j − 2)-RR-automaton. 
9. Conclusions
We have studied the inﬂuence of the cut-index on the expressive power of various types of restarting automata. We
have seen that, with the exception of the deterministic RL-automata that are right-, left-, or right–left-monotone and
the deterministic RR- and R-automata that are right- or right–left-monotone, we obtain inﬁnite hierarchies. The results
obtained remain valid also when we restrict our attention to restarting automata in weak cyclic form. Because of the
correspondence between restarting automata in weak cyclic form and t-contextual grammars with regular selection
that satisfy an additional locality condition (the places of insertion are required to be close to each other), the notions of
determinism and monotonicity introduced for restarting automata translate into corresponding notions for t-contextual
grammars, and our hierarchy results give corresponding results for these classes of t-contextual grammars.
Then we have abstracted from the locality restriction by considering a new type of RR-automaton which is able to
execute more than one delete operation per cycle. The t-RR-automaton with cut-index one naturally corresponds in its
expressive power to t-contextual grammars with regular selection. We have then generalized the notions of right-, left-,
right–left-monotonicity to t-RR-automata, and we have seen that also in this case the different types of monotonicity
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yield different language classes. Thus, we can classify a t-contextual language based on the type of monotonicity of a
t-RR-automaton for this language.
Actually, the results achieved show that for some types of monotonicity and some types of restarting automata, the
additional requirement of weak cyclic form does not restrict the expressive power, extending the corresponding results
of [16]. It remains to investigate this phenomenon in general. For which types of restarting automata does the syntactic
restriction of weak cyclic form actually reduce the expressive power? As mentioned before this happens for example
for monotone R- and RW-automata [23]. This will be a topic of our research in the future.
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